
Lesson 1 
Introduction
 

To survive in this world, any enterprise must make sales. Whether you are
selling your product or service to a consumer or another company or indeed, even
to a government department, you must persuade them to buy your product or
service. It doesn't matter whether you are selling postal delivery or lawnmowing
(service), bread (product) or old-age care (service), clothes (product)  or
hamburgers (product), you are still selling something to someone and must
persuade them that they need your product or service.
 
If your enterprise does not sell, there will be no money to pay your salary or to pay
the taxes which are used by the government to pay for clean streets, your
education or even the safety that police provide us.
 
Sometimes the persuasion is subtle, like in the examples of how supermarkets get
you to buy more (make sales). Other times, you could be a customer service person
in a shop or a fast food outlet and also (ingeniously or indirectly) persuade a
customer to buy more (make extra sales).
 

What you will learn during this 10 hour module

1. Prepare for the sales situation according to sales objectives

Making Sales



2. How to contact customers and at the same time chart customer needs

3. Understand selling and cross-selling objectives and o�er and sell appropriate
products or services 

21st Century skills applied during this course

1. Teamwork

2. Leadership and taking the initiative

3. Commercial awareness

4. Problem-solving

5. Entrepreneurial behaviour

6. Collaboration

The structure of this 10 hour module is:

1. Study how large retailers quietly and indirectly persuade shoppers to open
their wallets/purses

2. Understand how salespeople may increase the yield (sales) from existing
customers by giving them good customer service and o�ering them the choice
to buy additional products or services that they had not necessarily thought
they needed, (but actually do need)

 
To achieve these objectives, you will perform the following:
Answer multiple choice questions after various sections
Task 1 Methods supermarkets use to get you to buy more
Task 2. Cross-selling
 
 
 
 Now press the "Start Course" button to begin.
 



TASKS F OR  TH IS COUR SE

Lesson 1 continued. Psychological Pricing used by retailers

Lesson 2. Methods supermarkets use to get you to buy more

Lesson 3. Methods supermarkets use to get you to buy more

Lesson 4. Upselling (Add-on selling)

Lesson 5. Summary and conclusion



Sale Objectives and preparing for the sales situation
We all visit supermarkets on a weekly basis, even if only to buy milk or bread. This part of the

sales course is to open your eyes to how you are subjected to very e�ective sales techniques

weekly and how you may use this knowledge to both save yourselves from these sales

techniques and how you can use them in your own business lives to make sales.

 The typical supermarket sells more than 50,000 items, and getting them onto the shelves,

keeping them in stock and selling them before they expire is a huge task. They must sell meat

Lesson 1 of 5

Lesson 1 continued. Psychological Pricing used by
retailers

Please show me how supermarkets arrange for us to buy more

from them



and fresh fruit and vegetable, bread, eggs and dairy and packaged goods. It might look like

chaos, but the layouts are very scienti�c and everything is where it is for a reason.

Retailers have had centuries to perfect the best way to sell

their products

Many have teams of marketing and sales experts that sift through data to get con�rmation in

real time on how best to sell their goods to potential customers. 

I hope this part of the course will help you to keep your spending under control and to spend

your hard-earned cash where you have it budgeted. Also, please use some of these tricks in

your own company to make sales.

 

Methods supermarkets use to get you to buy more
In this part of the course, you will learn about the following sales techniques (and then apply

them in a �eld study at your local supermarket)

“I don’t have the money for that.” 

“I don’t think this is right for me.” 

"I’m happy with the way things are.”

Are common sales objections overcome by retailers and supermarkets on a

daily basis



For each of the following boxes, press the green Start

button and then click the arrows right



Psychological Pricing methods

Press start and then follow the arrows



Goldilocks Pricing

Place similar products in groups of 3 with three di�erent price points – low,

medium, and high.

Psychological Pricing 1



Per customer limits

Creates the illusion of scarcity.

Limit of 3 per customer

Psychological Pricing 2



Charm Pricing.

Odd numbers are the foundation for charm pricing. The most common ending

numbers  are 9 and 5, according to a 1997 study, which found that these cents

endings accounted for 90% of the 840 prices they analyzed (60% ended in 9, 30%

ended in 5).   

Psychological Pricing 3



Buy One Get One Free

Or Buy a Number of Items for a Bulk Price

Or Buy 3 pay for 2

Psychological Pricing 4



Price Anchoring

Put higher priced items next to lower priced items to create a feel of value.         

Psychological Pricing 5



Methods to increase sales

All to passively persuade you to buy more



Sales techniques using Store Ambience

They Carefully Choose the Store Ambience



Taste

Free samples of food to engage your appetite

Step 1



Colors

Stores choose di�erent colors to generate di�erent feelings.  

Step 2



Sound

Supermarkets use slower and more nostalgic songs because they’re calming.

Step 3



Smell

Bakeries close to the entrance or in a place that encourages you to visit it �rst before

doing the rest of your shopping

Step 4



Summary

Retailers create a positive and calming environment for you to take your time, go

slowly, relax and in doing so, maybe �nd a product or products that you may not have

originally planned to buy.



Product Placement

Products are placed strategically to get you to buy the expensive ones



Sale or Seasonal Products Near Entrances

Get that summer holiday feeling

Step 1



Floor layouts that make you spend more

Slow down in the shop and maybe �nd a product you would not have bought.

Step 2



Counterclockwise Store Flow

Or Clockwise store �ow. Depends upon which side of the road you drive on in your

country.

Step 3



Summary

All to indirectly get you to spend more 

In the next section, we will look at these sales methods from

supermarkets and shops in detail



More detail on psychological pricing

Please click on the �ashcards below to learn more about each sales method
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Lesson 2. Methods supermarkets use to get you to buy
more

Charm pricing 1

Charm pricing 2

Intentional use of cents

pricing.  

Reduce price by 1 cent (To

€199.99 versus €200.00). 

Why does charm pricing

work? Nobody is quite

certain. There are a number

of theories:

Perceived gain: Consumers

use charm pricing as a way

to feel like they’ve saved

money. The higher, rounded



Charm pricing 2

Charm pricing. Some examples
1

Charm Pricing 3

price serves as an anchor

point (€700), while the

lower price represents

savings (€699, which

Example 1. Yesterday I

bought a magazine at the

station on my way home

from work that cost €12.95.

Although it’s a small

difference between €12.95

and €13.00, chances are I

wouldn’t have bought that

Reduce price by 1 cent (To

€199.99 versus €200.00). 

Perceived loss: Consumers

value a product based on

loss rather than gain. Most

consumers in the Western

world read a price from left

to right.  They are more



Charm Pricing 4

Charm pricing. Some examples
2

Pl li k th h t t l th d th t

Perceived gain: Consumers

use charm pricing as a way

to feel like they’ve saved

money. This follows a

theory that a .99 or .95

price ending triggers a

“sale” cue in the consumer,

who believe the price is

Example 2. Research from

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. 3 different test

groups received different

prices for 4 different

dresses. The control groups

all had a price that ended in

a 9, and the researchers



Please click on the hearts to learn more methods that

retailers use to indirectly in�uence you to open your

purse/wallet











Store Ambience

a. Taste        

b. Colors

c. Sounds

d. Smells





Please click on the hearts





Product Placement

Sale or Seasonal Products Near Entrances
 

Staples at the Back of the Store
 

Counterclockwise Store Flow
 

Long Lines/queues
 

Brand Name Items at Eye Level





Other Marketing and Sales Methods

Larger Shopping Carts
 

They Make You Nostalgic
 

Loyalty Cards
 

Personalized Advertisements

Pl li k th � h d t l d t il d th





1 of 11

Please click on the �ashcards to learn more detail and then

click on the arrows sideways

Buy One Get One Free 

Buy a Number of Items for a

Bulk Price

 

3 for €10.00 deals at the

supermarket.  

 

This activity may increase

the total pro�t the

Price Anchoring
1. Place premium or

higher priced items next

to lower priced items to

create perceived value.  

2. The lower priced item

may not actually be a



2 of 11

3 of 11

4 of 11

Per-Customer Limits

Goldilocks Pricing 1

l it b th

Having a per-customer limit (Limit

5 Per Customer or Limit 3 Per

Customer Per Day) creates the

illusion of scarcity. 

 

Do you really need 3 or 5 of most

items?

Prepackaged Food and Prepared

Foods Are the Same Thing at

Different Prices. In many

supermarkets, the pre-sliced deli

offerings and the slice-to-order

selections are pretty much the same

thing, with the pre-sliced packages

costing less than the sliced-to-order



5 of 11

6 of 11

Goldilocks Pricing 2

Store Ambience
Colours

Packaging on supermarket premium

brands is designed to tempt you into

parting with those few extra pennies,

but in reality, your extra cash is mostly

just used to cover the cost of the

fancy packaging. Downshifting your

weekly shop to value brands can save

you up to €620 a year.

Stores choose different colors to

generate different feelings.  

Yellow color that’s designed to get

your attention

Purple that invokes soothing and

calming effect.

Check in the web for

psychology of colors in

Bakeries close to the

entrance or in a place that

encourages you to visit it



7 of 11

8 of 11

Store Ambience
Smells

Store Ambience
Sounds

Store Ambience
Taste

�rst before doing the rest of

your shopping.  

Smell of baked goods and

certain spices (speci�cally

cinnamon) increases your

Supermarkets play slower and more

nostalgic songs because they’re

calming.

Playing slow music to make you feel

less rushed and happy to spend more

time (and money!) in store

Encourages lingering, which leads to

a higher potential for more sales. 

Free samples of food to engage

your appetite.   

Causes you to shop hungrier and

potentially buy food you don’t

need. 

If you like the sample, you’ll buy

that product.



9 of 11

10 of 11

11 of 11

Goldilocks Pricing 3

Goldilocks Pricing 4

Place similar products in groups of

3 with three different price points

– low, medium, and high. 

Make the medium-priced products

seem like a better value than the

higher priced item and better

quality than the lower price item.

Lots of brightly coloured

signs for 'top deals', 'lowest

prices ever', ‘not-to-be-

missed’ deals. Supposedly

products that have been

reduced to a cheaper price

than normal. Have a good

look at what the original



Product placement

Please click on the hearts below to �nd more tips on product placement and �oor layout





































Product Placement

Floor layouts that make you spend more
The Aisles Are Like Racetracks. Almost all supermarkets adopt this very speci�c �oorplan,

with long, straight parallel aisles that force customers to walk the whole

length of the aisle before turning and doing the same thing, over and over again. Giving

customers more time to potentially buy unnecessary items. Ikea do the

same.





Product Placement

Flowers and Baked Goods Make You Hungry. You get great smells as soon as you enter the store, your

brain is tricked into thinking it’s hungry. And the hungrier you are, the more money you’re likely to

spend





Floor Layout

Eggs, milk, bread, cheese, etc. at the back of the store requires most customers to walk the longest

path through the store.   





Floor Layout

 The more items you have to pass, the more chances the supermarket has to market their products.





Product Placement

Flowers and Baked Goods Make You Hungry. You get great smells as soon as you enter the store, your

brain is tricked into thinking it’s hungry. And the hungrier you are, the more money you’re likely to

spend





Product Placement

Stock popular combinations (like tortilla chips and salsa) next to each other to encourage you to get

both

 





Floor layouts that make you spend more

Stock popular combinations (like tortilla chips and salsa) next to each other to encourage you to get

both





Floor layouts that make you spend more

Stock popular combinations (like tortilla chips and salsa) next to each other to encourage you to get

both

 





Floor layouts that make you spend more

The space at the end of each aisle is prime territory, and brands spend lots of money to be featured

there. These high-pro�le spots are usually the best place to showcase sodas, snacks, beer, and other

impulse-friendly purchases, because if you see them, you’ll be more inclined to buy them.





Product Placement

High-Margin Items  Near the Entrance. When you �rst walk into the supermarket, you’re ready to

spend some money and open to temptation. This is why the most pro�table items, like baked goods,

rotisserie chicken, and �owers, are up front and center.





Floor layout that makes you buy more

Keep eggs in strange places so you end up on an egg hunt (and not the Easter kind) and pass more

products in the process

 





Product Placement

Bread Is Sold in Paper Bags. Bread stored in paper bags goes stale faster, so

supermarkets choose to package it that way (in the bakery section at least) with the hope that you will

be back soon for a fresh loaf.

 

 





Product Placement

Floor layouts that make you spend more
The space at the end of each aisle is prime territory, and brands spend lots of money to

be featured there. These high-pro�le spots are usually the best place to showcase

sodas, snacks, beer, and other impulse-friendly purchases, because if you see

them, you’ll be more inclined to buy them.

 





Sale or Seasonal Products Near Entrances

Sale items, heavily reduced items, and/or seasonal items at the front of the supermarket draws

people into the store.   

Seasonal items get you thinking about the upcoming holiday or season and promotes more

buying of items that are related.

 





Healthy fruit & veg at the front

So you shop there �rst and don't feel guilty about the less healthy foods that go into your basket later

 

That Mist Makes Fruits and Vegetables More Appealing.  Doesn’t  keep the fruits and vegetables

fresher for longer. 

it can make them rot faster and contribute to the overall weight that you will be paying for





Product Placement

Floor layouts that make you spend more
Staples at the Back of the Store to make you walk past many other "buyable items before

you get to what you really want to buy

 

 





Floor layout

Place essential items at the back and far away from each other so you have to

look for them (and come across a few things you don't need but want to buy along the way)

Other indirect sales methods retailers use to get you to
spend more
Please click on the �ashcards below to get more detail

Counterclockwise Store Flow
 USA

Clockwise Store Flow UK

Studies have shown that
Americans prefer to shop anti-

clockwise, so most
supermarkets in the US have
an anti-clockwise store �ow





Long Lines/queues at the
checkout

 

1. Some stores limit the

number of cashiers to

create longer lines.  

2. The longer you have to

wait in line, the longer

you have to resist the

impulse to buy one of



Counterclockwise Store Flow  USA

Clockwise Store Flow UK

Long Lines/queues at the
checkout

Brand Name Items at Eye
Level 1

They put the bakery and

produce on the front right

of the store to draw you in, 

The meat along the back of

the store

The staples along the back

left to encourage you to

alk the entire store ha ing

At the cashier they place the

biggest impulse buy items like gum,

candy, magazines, etc.

1. Where most people

�rst look and because

brand names are more

familiar.

2. If something is more

familiar to us, it typically



Brand Name Items at Eye
Level - Kids

means we trust it more

Where most kids �rst look

and because brand names

are more familiar.

 

Items geared toward

children are slightly lower

down on the shelf, so

they’re at the eye level of

Larger Shopping Carts

1

1. Encourage you to buy

more because, you can

place more items in the

shopping cart.

2 We’re unconsciously

Brand names are usually the



Brand Name Items at Eye

Level 2

Brand Name Items at Eye
Level 3

Larger Shopping Carts 2

higher priced item
Put the higher priced item at

the location it’s most likely to
be bought.

 

The arrangement of food in the
aisles. You’re more likely to

purchase food you see �rst, so
the most expensive items are

usually at eye level, with the less
expensive ones on the top and

bottom shelves.

If you’re not careful, a larger shopping

cart will allow you to do just that, buy

more food than you intended.



Loyalty Cards
1. Great for being eligible for

deals that you otherwise
wouldn’t. Helps you save

money.  

They Make You
Nostalgic

1. Show pictures of families,
pets, childhood experiences,

etc.



They Make You Nostalgic

Loyalty Cards

Smells that remind of us good
times (think pies, cakes,

cinnamon rolls, etc.) to make
you nostalgic.  

Research shows that nostalgia
makes people more likely to

pay more for purchases

BUT Stores use them to track
your buying behavior and

send you personalized deals
and coupons that will

encourage you to buy more.



Quiz at the end of Lesson 2

Please answer all the questions before you perform �eldwork

Task 1 in Lesson 3

When supermarkets create a good ambience it means that they create

a good _______

Choice 

Price

Atmosphere or environment

Non of the above



SUBMIT

SUBMIT

When a supermarket wants to create a good ambience to encourage

shoppers to buy, they can create this ambience with the following

tools

Taste        

  Colors

Sounds

Smells

None of the above

All of the above



SUBMIT

When a supermarket uses Product Placement, they can ...

Why do many supermarkets have a "sliced to order counter?" 

Place Sale or Seasonal Products Near Entrances

Place Brand Name Items at Eye Level

Place Staples at the Back of the Store so that
shoppers need to pass a lot of other products before
they get to them
 

All of the above

They want to employ more people



SUBMIT

SUBMIT

How do supermarkets use smells to draw you into the shop?

They like to have counters along one wall of the
supermarket

Pre-sliced deli o�erings and the slice-to-order
selections are close to the same thing, but the pre-
sliced packages cost less than the sliced-to-order
options

My uncle had one and he liked it

All the workers in a supermarket are expected to
use expensive perfume

They place bakeries close to the entrance or in a
place that encourages you to visit it �rst before
doing the rest of your shopping.  Who can resist
the smell of fresh bread?



SUBMIT

SUBMIT

Why do retailers give you Larger Shopping Carts? 

What is Price Anchoring?

Because it is comfortable to push a big cat

Because you can �t more shopping into a big cart

When you attach a rope and a heavy object to any
price

When you place premium or higher priced items
next to lower priced items to create perceived
value.



SUBMIT

How do supermarkets use tasting to get you to buy more?

How do supermarkets use Flowers and Baked Goods Make You buy

more?.

I don't know

Free samples of food will engage your appetite,
which causes you to shop hungrier and potentially
buy food you don’t need.

Flowers look pretty

Cakes look pretty

I always buy �owers and cakes from supermarkets



SUBMIT

Great smells as you enter the store trick your brain
into thinking it’s hungry. And the hungrier you are,
the more money you’re likely to spend



Knowledge check and �eldwork Task 1

Methods supermarkets use to get you to buy more

Required

1. Form a team 2
2. Decide which local supermarket you want to visit.
3. Visit the supermarket and take a sel�e of your group in front of the

shop
4. Identify (ten) 10 of the methods discussed above and take a photo of

each to show you have identi�ed them correctly
5. Prepare an 11 slide maximum 10 minute presentation in which you

include each photo and describe the sales method the shop is using in
that situation to get you to spend more. (10 sales methods plus your
sel�e in front of the supermarket).

6. Present your �ndings to the whole group in a Teams meeting or in the
classroom

Lesson 3 of 5

Lesson 3. Methods supermarkets use to get you to buy
more



What is Upselling/Cross-selling/Add-on selling?

 Upselling is the same as Cross-selling is the same as Add-on selling

It is the action or practice of selling an additional product

or service to an existing customer.

 Unfortunately, there is some risk to cross-selling, because it could sour the existing

relationships with the customer if the additional product or service being sold to the

customer does not add value to the customer or the client organization

What are the bene�ts to the seller of Upselling?

Lesson 4 of 5

Lesson 4. Upselling (Add-on selling)

Increased sales or revenue1

Increased e�ciency, because one salesperson is servicing one account rather

than many salespeople servicing one account (client)
2

If you sell more services or products to a client, your competitors are selling less3

The more a client buys from a seller, the higher the switching cost to move away

from this seller
4



Please click on the �ashcards below to �nd out about the 

different Types of cross-selling

Types of cross-selling 1

While servicing an

account, the product or

service provider may hear

of an additional need that

the client has, unrelated to

the �rst, and offer to meet

it. 

Selling add-on service. If



Types of cross-selling 2

Types of cross-selling 3

Types of cross-selling 4

Se g add o  se ce. 

you buy a bicycle, the seller

could offer you theft

insurance or warranty

insurance of longer than the

original manufacturer

warranty.

Selling a solution. If you buy

a TV, they could add-on

calibration services and

installation services. (All to

reduce your stress, as a

labour-saving dervice and

to improve your viewing

pleasure). 

Example of cross-selling

So an auditor, while doing

an audit of a company may

learn about other client

needs such as tax services,

consulting needs, mergers



Explanations of Cross-selling

Please click on the numbers below

Types of cross-selling 5

Another example. 

When you are buying a car,

you could be offered leather

seats for and extra €3000.

They feel warm in the

winter, they will last a long

time. They will survive your

kids and their friends hard



















Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy

A higher end product.
The basic car wash is €15,00, but if you take the wax and special winter wash it will only be €20,00.





Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy

Other Add-ons
Would you like us to give you an extra 100gb of memory on your laptop when we service your laptop?

It will only cost you €100





Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy

Additional products for sale.
If you buy three products, you pay for two





Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy

An additional item
We have a special on Apple Pie today (when the customer had no intention of

eating a desert after their meal). It is only €5,00 and it was freshly baked

today.
 





Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy

More expensive item. If you buy the 2 door business sport car   (which is more expensive)

instead of the 4 door hatchback, we will give you a leather sports steering wheel at no extra cost





Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy

Upgrades.
Supersize me at Mc Donalds





Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy

Buy the newest version of an item, 

rather than the less-expensive current model, 

by pointing out its additional features and bene�ts
They do this with TVs, computers, fashion clothing (using style and colour)

Some more examples of Cross-selling
See if you can recognise that this has happened to you or a member of your family

Please click on the series of �ashcards below to see many examples of cross-selling

Sell luxury �nishing





1 of 7

2 of 7

Suggest that a

customer purchase

a faster CPU, more

RAM or a larger

hard drive when

Suggest a premium
brand of perfume

when a brand is not
speci�ed by a

customer

Suggest a more

expensive brand of

watch that the

on a car, such as

leather upholstery

or sports steering

wheel or better

multimedia system

Sell an extended
service contract for

an appliance or
insurance

Suggest that a
customer purchase

a more extensive
car wash package



3 of 7

4 of 7

customer hasn't

previously heard of

Ask the customer to
supersize a meal at

a fast-food
restaurant

car wash package

Use mobile check-in services to
send upgrade seat or service
offers to future passengers

Add extra toppings
to a pizza. 



5 of 7

6 of 7

7 of 7

Lecturer examples of up-selling experiences

A mobile retailer

suggesting a

customer choose a

network or virus

protections after

one purchases a

A hotel offering

tours and

experiences to

guests after

booking the

accommodation



Companies usually combine upselling and cross-selling to

maximize pro�t. To try to make a more pro�table

sale. 

Example 1. In a bookshop

1. Customer buys book €20

2. Is it for a gift or for yourself? A gift. Would you like some wrapping paper for your gift?
€4

3. If that is for a gift, would you like a birthday card or greeting card for your gift? €4

4. That gift would look really special with a nice bright red ribbon. €4

Customer

original 

intention to buy 

Value of 

original 

purchase

€

Add-on

product

Add-on 

product

value

€

Add-on product 

value as % of 

original

purchase 

Book 20 Gift card 4 20%

    Wrapping

paper

4 20%

    Ribbon 4 20%

         

Totals 20 Add-on sales 12 60%

 

Example 2. In a Petshop with Cross-selling



Customer original 

intention to buy 

Value of 

original 

purchase €

Add-on

product

Add-on 

product

value

€

Add-on

product 

value as %

of 

original

purchase 

Good morning.

How may I help

you?

       

I`m looking for a

dog toy.

 

       

What kind of dog

toy did you have in

mind?

       

The squeezing pig

kind.

       

Follow me I`ll show

you where they are

       

What colour toy pig

are you looking for?

       

A Pink toy pig        

Here are the pink

toy pigs

       

How much do they

cost?

       

Nine €uros 9      



I´ll take one        

If you take 2, I can

let you have them

for €7,0 each

  Pig 5 56%

We have some new

dog food in which

has been very

popular with dogs

of all sizes. Would

you like to try some

for your dog?

       

The dog foods are

over here

       

Dry or wet food?        

Dry please        

I´ll recommend this

to you it´s

expensive, but the

quality is good. It´s

good for your dog’s

teeth and helps

digestion and

doesn´t have any

additives.

       

How much is it?

 

       

Twenty three €uros

for a big bag

       

I´ll take a small one

 

  Dog food €15 167%



have you seen our

dog beds? They are

really nice and

�u�y and are very

durable too. You

can put them in the

washing machine.

       

Would you like to

see our dog bed

collection?

       

Yes please        

What kind of bed

were you thinking

about?

       

Round.  And it

should match the

decoration. So

white.

       

Here are all the

white dog beds.

What size dog

would sleep in this

bed?

       

a big dog        

Here would be a

great bed! It´s been

made from soft

material and it´s

easy to clean. Also

the hair doesn´t

stick to it.

       

Great!  I´ll take that

too.

  Dog bed €50 555%



The

till/counter/checko

ut is here. Follow

me please.

       

Ok. That comes to

€79,00. Will you

pay by card or cash?

       

I will pay by card        

Have a nice day

and welcome back

       

Totals €9 Add-on

sales

€70  

Now you have see how Cross-selling works in real life through many examples.

It is time for you to re�ect on your past cross-selling

experiences.

If you have not experienced such a selling technique, go out to look for a new TV or Mobile

phone in an electronics shop. You will �nd it practiced there.

Knowledge check Task 2

Cross-selling

Please give 2 examples of cross-selling, up-selling or add-ons from your private lives. 



1. What happened?

2. What were you buying and what were you o�ered as an add-on?

3. Did you take up the o�er? Why? Why not? Give 3 reasons

4. How much did you pay for your original product/service and how much for the extra
product/service:in cash? 

5. How much did you pay extra:  
as a % of the original price of the item you were buying?

6. Do you view this up-selling as an immoral activity or as a valid selling technique?  
Give 3 reasons for your answer



What we learnt in this module
To survive in this world, any enterprise must make sales. As we have seen in this course, to

sell e�ectively, you need to understand what the customer wants or needs and then  persuade

them that your service or product ful�lls their needs. You must persuade them that they need

your product or service.

As we saw in the tasks, sometimes the persuasion is indirect or subtle, like in the methods

that supermarkets use to get you to buy more (make sales). Other times, your selling

persuasion could be more direct, but just as subtle, such as when a customer service person

in a fast food outlet ingeniously and politely o�ers you extra French fries  (extra sales), for a

small additional cost. 

An example of these add-on sales we used a fast food outlet where the customer goes in to

buy a meal (consisting of hamburger, fries and cola) for €7,00. As part of being considerate of

the customer needs, without being pushy, hey are o�ered extra fries for €1,00  extra (or add-

on).So if the original purchase would have been €7,00, the new purchase would be €1,00

more which makes €8,00. An increase in sales of €1,00 or 14,28% (workings: €1,00/€7,00 =

0,1428 = 14,28%).

This extra sale of 14,28% from 0ne customer comes about as a normal part of good customer

service and  is not forceful or pushy, but just considerate that the customer may want a bigger

portion of fries.

Non-pushy sales are very necessary in building loyalty and trust between a customer and

business. The salespeople make a (hopefully) positive impression on the customer who then
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may recommend that business to a friend (viral marketing) or give positive feedback in social

media, all of which have a positive impact on sales and the brand.

We have seen how supermarkets quietly persuade you to buy more through many di�erent

non-direct methods such as Product Placement and Psychological pricing and seen how a

customer service person can add to the sales volume from a customer who comes in to the

shop for one thing and is persuaded - through superior customer service and care  - to buy

additional products that they also need and which add to their satisfaction and thereby

loyalty. 


